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In his paper [l] on the initial value problem for the multigroup transport 
equation, George Pimbley considers the following condition on a non- 
negative (n x n) matrix C = (Q): 
There exists a positive diagonal matrix D such that DC’D-’ 
is a nonnegative symmetric matrix. (1) 
The purpose of this note is to give conditions which are necessary and suficient 
for the existence of the matrix D. 
In Pimbley’s application the elements of C are transfer coefficients; in 
fact cij is the weighted probability that a particle in group j will transfer into 
group i. In certain physical situations it is true that C obeys a 
Conservation Law 
ci) # 0 if and only if cji # 0. (2) 
Moreover, if iI *Se i+. is a sequence of integers such that 1 < i, < n, h = 1, 
. . . . r, then writing c(i,j) for cii the product c(ir, i,) c(i&-J -*s c(&, i2) c(iz, iJ 
is the transfer coefficient which gives the weighted probability that a particle 
in group ir will transfer successively into groups ia, i3 .*. ir-r, i, and back to 
ir. Under certain circumstances one may wish to consider the case in which 
a particle in group i1 will have the same weighted probability of reversing 
the procedure and transferring successively from group ii to groups i,, irP1, -a+, 
i3, i2 and back to iI. This leads to a 
Reversibility Law. For any sequence of integers iI, -.a, i, such that 
1 < ik 5 n, k = 1, ... r, it is true that 
c(i,, i,j c(&, iTmI) -.- c(i,, iz) c(i,, il) = c(il, iz) c(iz, iJ *a. c(i,_.I, i,) c(ir, iI). (3) 
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The basic result of this note is that condition (I) is equivalent to conditions 
(2) and (3) taken jointly. 
Before proving the result it is useful to look at a somewhat generalized 
problem. To this end suppose 
is an (n x n) matrix. As usual, define 
sign rn,? = I 
midI mi3 I if m,j # 0 
0 otherwise 
and 
sign M = (sign mij). 
Now suppose there is a nonsingular diagonal matrix 
such that 
is symmetric. 
D = diag {d,, **a, dn} 
S = DMD-l 
(Note that M is not required to be nonnegative, and D is not required to be 
positive as in Pimbley’s considerations.) 
Under the above assumptions 
Sij = di mij dy’ (4) 
and the symmetry of S implies that 
whence 
d, mij d;’ = dj mj, d;’ 
df mii = d,‘mji, 1 li<j<n. (5) 
Consequently, since di # 0 # di 
sign mij = sign mji, (6) 
i.e., sign M is symmetric. Moreover, for any set of integers i1, --, &. such that 
1 < & I n, k = 1, -., I, by using (4) one obtains 
s(i,, i,) s(ir, iTpI) *‘* s(i3, i?) s(i,, II) = m(i,, i,) m(i,, ireI) a** m(i,, iJ m(i,, iJ. 
Now from the symmetry of S one observes that M satisfies (3). Hence 
necessary conditions for the existence of D such that DMD-1 is symmetric 
are (3) and (6); that is, the converse of the theorem below is true. 
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THEOREM 1. If an (n x n.) matrix M satisjies conditions (3) and (6)) 
then there is a nonsingular diagonal matrix D such that DMD-l is symmetric, 
and conversely. 
The proof will be made by means of a sequence of lemmas concerned with a 
graph G(M) associated with M as follows: 
(i) G(M) consists of n vertices vr, a.., v~. 
(ii) vi and ZIP are connected by an arc (vi, vj) of G(M) if and only if i +:j 
and mijmii # 0. 
A chain in a graph G is an ordered collection of distinct vertices [v,, 1.. vk] 
such that (voi, v~+J is an arc in G for i = 1, .a., (k - 1). The vertices vI and vk 
are said to be joined by the chain. For convenience [v] is also considered a 
chain if v is a vertex in G. The length of a chain is the number of vertices in it. 
A graph G is connected if each pair of vertices can be joined by a chain. 
A component of G is a maximal connected subgraph of G. 
A simple loop in G is an ordered collection of vertices {v,, ..a, vk, vr} such 
that [cur, .. . . ok] and [vk, vr] are chains. 
A graph is called a tree if it is connected and has no simple loops. 
LEMMA 1. If the theorem is true under the additional assumption that G(M) 
is connected, then it is true in general. 
PROOF. Suppose G(M) has components C,, . . . . Ck, and the vertices of 
G(M) in C, are 
Let W, denote the ordered collection of integers p,, .a., pgp. Consider the 
transformation v which maps the ith element of (1, ..., n) on the ith element 
of the ordered collection (WI, *.., W,); i = I, a*., n. Let Y be the (n x n) 
matrix whose ith row is the +i)th row of the (n x n) identity matrix. Then P 
is a permutation matrix and hence its transpose and its inverse are the same. 
Define 
and note that 
N = PMP-’ 
n(i,i) = m(+), 4iN. 
For i E W, and j 4 W, one has vi E C, and vi $ C,. Since C, is a component 
of G(M) there is no arc (vi, vi) in G(M), and hence m(i, j) = 0. Similarly 
m(i,j)=Oifi$WflandjEW,. 
From the character of r it is clear that +(W& will be a collection of q9 
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consecutive integers U, = (t, + I), a-, (t, + qa,) where t, = pi + ..- + qDPl 
for p > 1, and t, = 0. Note that 
n(r, s) = 0 
I 
if 
or ;; $? s + u, 
8, s E up. (7) 
Define the (qp x q9) matrix N, = [n,(i,j)], said to be determined by C, as 
follows: 
n,W = m(n(t, + i), 4t, t-j)); i,.j = 1, **a, qP. 
In view of (7) it is clear that 
The graph G(N,) is naturally isomorphic to the component C, and hence 
is connected. Consequently, by hypothesis there is a nonsingular diagonal 
(q2, x qD) matrix D, such that S, = D,N,D;l is symmetric for p = 1, a*-, k. 
Define 
D = diag {Dl, a**, D,L} 
and note that 
hence 
S = diag {S,, *a., Sk}: 
S = DND-I; 
P-WP = (P-lDP) M(P-lDP)-l. 
The proof is completed by observing that (P-WP) is symmetric and (P-lDP) 
is a nonsingular diagonal matrix. 
LEMMA 2. If the theorem is true under the additional assumption that G(M) 
is a tree, then it is true if G(M) is connected. 
PROOF. The proof will be made by induction on the Betti number of the 
graph G(M). 
Given a connected graph G a subgraph T which is a tree is said to be 
maximal if it contains every vertex of G. Maximal trees exist for any connected 
graph G. Given a maximal tree T, to say that the Betti number of G is /I is 
equivalent to the statement hat there are precisely p arcs in G which are not 
in T. Since /I is a topological invariant, if Tl is another maximal tree, there 
will be /3 arcs of G not in Tl. (Roughly speaking, G has fi “independent” 
simple loops, see [2]). 
By hypothesis the theorem is true if /3 = 0. Suppose it is true if G(M) 
is connected and has Betti number & Consider an (n x n) matrix M such that 
G(M) is connected and has Betti number (fi + 1). 
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Select any maximal tree T in G(M) and suppose (v~, uj) is an arc in G(M) 
but not in T. Adding to T all the other arcs in G(M) but not in T, one obtains 
a subgraph H of G(M) whose Betti number is /?. 
Define the matrix N to be M except that nij = 0 = nji, and note that 
G(N) = H. Hence by the inductive hypothesis there is a diagonal matrix 
D = diag {d,, a**, d,} such that DND-l is symmetric. It will be shown that 
the Same diagonal matrix D has the property that DMD-l is symmetric. 
Observe that DMD-l = R differs from DND-l = S only in that 
rij = di mjj djr’ sgj = 0 
rji = dj rnTj di’ sji = 0. 
Hence to prove R symmetric one need only show that rij F rji. 
In the tree T there is a unique chain [aj, r+ se*, z)~~, ~~1. Hence {vj, r+ **a, 
zlkt, vi, vj} is a simple loop in G(M). 
Using the fact that r(a, b) = d,m(a, b)d;’ one obtains 
and 
Y( j, i) ~(6 k,) -.a r(k,, k,) r(k,, j) = m( j, i) m(i, k,j -a* m(k,, 4 m(4,ij. 
But by (3) on M, the products on the right are equal, hence the products on 
the left are equal. Consequently, in view of the remarks above, on the near 
equality of R and S, 
s( j, hl) *a- s(h,, i) r&j) = Y( j, i) s(i, h,) *** s(K,, j). 
But S is symmetric, hence r(i, j) = r( j, i), and R is symmetric. 
REMARK 1. Suppose the Betti number of G(M) is /3, that T is any maximal 
tree in G(M), and (r+ njl), **., (Vet, ~l!~) are the arcs of G(M) which are not in 
T. Define N, to be M except that n(t,,jJ = 0 = n( jlc, ik), k = 1, a.0, p, and 
note that G(N) = T. The matrix N, is called the matrix determined by T. If 
there is a non-singular diagonal matrix D, such that DTNTD$ is symme- 
tric, then the proof of the theorem shows that the same matrix works for M; 
that is, DTMD+l is symmetric. 
LEMMA 3. The theorem is true under the additional assumption that G(M) 
is a tree. 
PROOF. Consider any vertex vj in G(M). Since G(M) is a tree there is a 
unique chain [vi, ..a, vj]. (Note the role of the vertex vi). 
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Case I. Define d1 to be any number other than zero, 
Case II. Define d1 to be any positive number. 
Suppose d, has been defined (so that dt f 0 in case I and positive in case II) 
for all subscripts t such that the unique chain [oi, *a*, ~~1 is of length k. Sup- 
pose vj is a vertex such that the chain [vi, *es, vi] has length (k + 1). Let vi be 
the vertex just prior to vj in the chain [vi, .-., vj]. Then [vr, *a*, vi] is a chain 
of length k, and by the inductive hypothesis d, has been defined. Define 
Case I. dj = di[m&z,i]l~n sign (Q), (8) 
Case II. dj = di[mij/mji]1/2. (9) 
Note that, by (6), in case I, dj # 0; while in case II, dj > 0. Hence the 
definition of D = diag {d,, *a*, d,) is complete, and in case I, D is nonsingular; 
while in case II it is positive. 
In both cases it is to be shown that sij = d,mijd;l and sji = djmjidT1 are 
equal. 
This is certainly the case if mii or mii is zero because of (6). If rnij # 0 then 
there is a simplex (vi, vj) in G(M), and by (6), mijmii > 0. 
Suppose [vi, a**, vi] is the chain joining vi to vi. If vj is not in this chain 
then, since there is a simplex (vi, vij), it is clear that [vi, a*., vi, vj] is a chain. 
If vi is in [vi, **a, voi], then [vi, **a, vi] = [vi, **a, vj, vi] since G(M) is a tree. It 
may be assumed, without loss of generality that the first situation holds, and 
d, is defined in terms of di. [See (8) and (9).] In case I, 
sij = di mij di1[m3i/m,j]1’2 sign (mij) 
= [mij mji]lj2 > 0 
sji = d,[m,,/mji]1’2 sign (mij) mji di’ 
= [mij mi,]l/z by (6). 
Hence in case I the matrix DMD-l is nonnegative as well as symmetric, but D 
need not be positive 
In case II, computation shows that 
Sij = [mij mji]ljz sign (??Zij) 
sii = [mij mj,]1/2 sign (m,J. 
Hence by (6) the matrix DMD-l is symmetric (not necessarily nonnegative) 
and D is positive. It is convenient to let D be the diagonal matrix obtained in 
case I and D that of case II. 
The sequence of lemmas hows that the theorem is true. 
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REMARK 2. Both n and D are defined explicitely by recursion formulas 
if G(M) is a tree. Consider the general case and suppose G(M) has components 
Cl, . ..9 C,. In Lemma 1, a permutation matrix P is defined explicitely in terms 
of this ordering of the components and a particular ordering of the vertices 
of G(M) within each component. The matrix P is used to obtain a matrix 
N = PMP-l with the property that N = diag {N,, I**, Nk} and G(N,) is 
naturally isomorphic to C,. Select any maximal tree T, in G(N,) and use the 
recursion formulas to obtain D, and D,. Remark 1 shows that D,N,&l 
and D,N,D;l are symmetric. Define 
D = diag {&, a-*, D,} and D = diag {Di, *.a, Dk}. 
By Lemma 1 both DND-l and DND-, are symmetric. Let D* = P-lijP and 
D, = P-lDP. Then both matrices are nonsingular and diagonal, while 
S* G D*MD*-1 and S, = D,MD;l are symmetric. Hence effective 
ways of computing desirable diagonal matrices have been displayed. Designate 
the effective procedure giving D* by the symbol *, that giving D, by *. 
Note that in both * and in .+ there are several choices: (i) Each ordering of 
the components C, of G(M) and each ordering of the vertices produces an 
appropriate permutation matrix P for the first step of the process. (ii) The 
selection of the number dI. There will, at first sight, be many D*‘s and D,‘s 
for both reasons, but actually only for the second. 
REMARK 3. It is clear that S* is nonnegative as well as symmetric, but D* 
need not be positive. On the other hand D, is positive and S, is symmetric 
but need not be nonnegative. 
Now consider how these matters apply to the Pimbley condition. Here 
the matrix M is nonnegative and hence D* = D, and S* = S,. Therefore, by 
Remark 3, a matrix D satisfying condition (1) has been determined, given (3) 
and (6). But (6) is equivalent to (2) if M is nonnegative. Hence, 
THEOREM 2. The condition of Pimbley is equivalent to the conservative and 
reversibility laws. 
To continue the discussion, suppose M is nonnegative and D is a positive 
diagonal matrix such that DMD-l is nonnegative and symmetric. Is D neces- 
sarily a matrix produced by * ? (Note then in this case * is the same as * .) The 
answer is in the affirmative. 
THEOREM 3. Any D satisfying the Pimbley condition is produced by .+. 
PROOF. A sketch of the argument will suffice. The discussion may be 
reduced to the case in which G(M) is a tree. Suppose vi is a vertex in G(M) 
such that the arc (q, vj) is in G(M). By hypothesis d,m,jdTl = djmjidTl, 
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hence dj = dI[mij/mjl]1~2. But this is precisely what the recursion formula (3) 
provides for dj by selecting the dI of the formula to be the dI of D. It is clear 
that an induction argument will show the theorem to be true. 
The corresponding theorem is false if M is not nonnegative. However, it is 
true that if D is a nonsingular diagonal matrix such that DMD-l is symmetric, 
then * and * will provide a D* and a D, such that D2 = D*2 = 0;. 
REMARK 4. Hearon [l] has also shown that (2) and (3) imply (I), but his 
proof is quite different from that of this paper. (See also [4].) Moreover he 
does not provide an explicit formula for obtaining D. 
REMARK 5. From a strictly algebraic point of view, to find D requires 
solving the equations 
di mij = dj” mji Ili<jl?Z 
for df and d5. There are n(n - 1)/2 such equations. If G(M) is connected 
and has Betti number /? then the proof of Lemma 2 shows that there are 
exactly /3 algebraically independent equations. In the case where G(M) has K 
components the Betti number j3 is the sum of the Betti numbers of the com- 
ponents. The same statement holds. (See [4] f or another proof of this result.) 
REMARK 6. As stated, condition (3) appears to require an infinite number 
of equalities to be satisfied; in point of fact this is not the case. In the argu- 
ment (3) was used only in the proof of Lemma 2 where j equalities were 
needed corresponding to the ,9 independent simple loops. Hence instead 
of checking an infinite number of equalities in determining if M satisfies (3), 
one need check no more than a selected j-the rest will follow. It may be 
worth noting that a bound on the size of fl is (n - 1) (?L - 2)/2. 
In conclusion, consider modifications of (I), (2), and (3) as follows: 
There is a nonsingular diagonal matrix D such that 
DMD-l is skew symmetric 
sign M is skew symmetric 
For any sequence of integers i,, *es, i, such that 1 5 i, < 7t, 
k = 1, a**, r, it is true that m(i,, i,) m(i,, i,-J ... m(i,, iz) 
m(i,, ii) = (- I)’ m(i,, i?) m(i,, ia) ... m(i,-,, i,) m(i, iI). 
The methods of this paper show that 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
THEOREM 4. Condition (10) is equivalent to conditions (11) and (12) 
taken jointly. 
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